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of- 1953-54. However, a substantial surplus over .this should be available from the Sales Tax? which is estimated to fetch a crore this year. It may not perhaps be too optimistic to hope that income from this source will develop to over 5 erores by the end of the quinquennium, more specially., If tiie rate is raised to the same level as in other States. Excise accounts for roughly one-third of the total receipts, being estimated to fetch 10.75 erores this year. There is no special reason to expect any deterioration in the income from this source, and we may take it that this figure is likely to be improved upon. Grants-in-aid from the Centre should also increase, if the suggestion made by us to the Hyderabad Government regarding representation about the financial integration arrangements bears fruit. All in all, it may be hoped that the receipts side will show an advance of about 4.5 erores over the present figure, unless some unexpected development,, such as a sudden fall in agricultural prices, which, so far as one can see is not likely, supervenes. A great deal, of course, depends upon the policy of the Central Government, but, assuming a continuance of present trends, the receipts side of the Hyderabad budget ought not to be less than 34.50 erores at the end of the quinquennium, provided economic activity is maintained at about the present level and there is no sudden slump in prices.
We have suggested substantial reduction on the expenditure side. If our proposals are accepted, recurring expenditure will be reduced by about 3.60 erores. As against this, a new charge of 1.14 croress compensation for jagirs, will have to be met, and there may be expenditure of about 36 lakhs on the reform of the patwari system. These will still leave two erores in hand of which, say, a crore could be spent to meet further expansion junder Education and Public Health* Expenditure on other heads should be kept at the minimum. Thiss if revenue anticipations are fulfilled, will enable the building up of substantial surpluses that should help to relieve -the difficult capital position which we shall be dealing with in the next chapter*
It" will thus be seen, that the revenue position is comparatively easya and5 by prudent management e$n be made to yield rich dividends which can be used for
-the betterment of the people.   A great deal, of wise judgment in the choice of

